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Abstract

Many skeletal action recognition models use GCNs to represent the human body by 3D body joints connected body parts. GCNs aggregate one- or few-hop graph neighbourhoods, and ignore the dependency between not linked body joints. We propose to form hypergraph to model hyper-edges between graph nodes (e.g., third- and fourth-order hyper-edges capture three and four nodes) which help capture higher-order motion patterns of groups of body joints. We split action sequences into temporal blocks, Higher-order Transformer (HoT) produces embeddings of each temporal block based on (i) the body joints, (ii) pairwise links of body joints and (iii) higher-order hyper-edges of skeleton body joints. We combine such HoT embeddings of hyper-edges of orders 1, ..., r by a novel Multi-order Multi-mode Transformer (3Mformer) with two modules whose order can be exchanged to achieve coupled-mode attention on coupled-mode tokens based on ‘channel-temporal block’, ‘order-channel-body joint’, ‘channel-hyper-edge (any order)’ and ‘channel-only’ pairs. The first module, called Multi-order Pooling (MP), additionally learns weighted aggregation along the hyper-edge mode, whereas the second module, Temporal block Pooling (TP), aggregates along the temporal block mode. Our end-to-end trainable network yields state-of-the-art results compared to GCN, transformer- and hypergraph-based counterparts.

1. Introduction

Action Recognition has applications in video surveillance, human-computer interaction, sports analysis, and virtual reality [24, 25, 40, 52–59]. Different from video-based methods which mainly focus on modeling the spatio-temporal representations from RGB frames and/or optical flow [25, 52–55, 58], skeleton sequences, representing a spatio-temporal evolution of 3D body joints, have been proven robust against sensor noises and effective in action recognition while being computationally and storage efficient [24, 40, 52, 53, 56, 57, 59]. The skeleton data is usually obtained by either localization of 2D/3D coordinates of human body joints with the depth sensors or pose estimation algorithms applied to videos [2]. Skeleton sequences enjoy (i) simple structural connectivity of skeletal graph and (ii) temporal continuity of 3D body joints evolving in time. While temporal evolution of each body joint is highly informative, embeddings of separate body joints are insensitive to relations between body parts. Moreover, while the links between adjacent 3D body joints (following the structural connectivity) are very informative as they model relations, these links represent highly correlated nodes in the sense of their temporal evolution. Thus, modeling larger groups of 3D body joints as hyper-edges can capture more complex spatio-temporal motion dynamics.

The existing graph-based models mainly differ by how they handle temporal information. Graph Neural Network (GNN) may encode spatial neighborhood of the node followed by aggregation by LSTM [46, 65]. Alternatively, Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) may perform spatio-temporal convolution in the neighborhood of each node [64]. Spatial GCNs perform convolution within one or two hop distance of each node, e.g., spatio-temporal GCN model called ST-GCN [64] models spatio-temporal vicinity of each 3D body joint. As ST-GCN applies convolution along structural connections (links between body joints), structurally distant joints, which may cover key patterns of actions, are largely ignored. ST-GCN captures ever larger neighborhoods as layers are added but suffers from over-smoothing that can be mitigated by linear GCNs [76–78].

Human actions are associated with interaction groups of skeletal joints, e.g., wrist alone, head-wrist, head-wrist-ankles, etc. The impact of these groups of joints on each action differs, and the degree of influence of each joint should be learned. Accordingly, designing a better model for skeleton data is vital given the topology of skeleton graph is suboptimal. While GCN can be applied to a fully-connected graph (i.e., 3D body joints as densely connected
graph nodes), Higher-order Transformer (HoT) [21] has been proven more efficient.

Thus, we propose to use hypergraphs with hyper-edges of order 1 to r to effectively represent skeleton data for action recognition. Compared to GCNs, our encoder contains an MLP followed by three HoT branches that encode first-, second- and higher-order hyper-edges, i.e., set of body joints, edges between pairs of nodes, hyper-edges between triplets of nodes, etc. Each branch has its own learnable parameters, and processes temporal blocks\(^2\) one-by-one.

We notice that (i) the number of hyper-edges of J joints grows rapidly with order \(r\), i.e., \(\binom{J}{r}\) for \(i = 1, ..., r\), embeddings of the highest order dominate lower orders in terms of volume if such embeddings are merely concatenated, and (ii) long-range temporal dependencies of feature maps are insufficiently explored, as sequences are split into \(r\) temporal blocks for computational tractability.

Merely concatenating outputs of HoT branches of orders \(1\) to \(r\), and across \(r\) blocks, is sub-optimal. Thus, our Multi-order Multi-mode Transformer (3Mformer) with two modules whose order can be exchanged, realizes a variation of coupled-mode tokens based on ‘channel-temporal block’, ‘order-channel-body joint’, ‘channel-hyper-edge (any order)’ and ‘channel-only’ pairs. As HoT operates block-by-block, ‘channel-temporal block’ tokens and weighted hyper-edge aggregation in Multi-order Pooling (MP) help combine information flow block-wise. Various coupled-mode tokens help improve results further due to different focus of each attention mechanism. As the block-temporal mode needs to be aggregated (number of blocks varies across sequences), Temporal block Pooling (TP) can use rank pooling [13], second-order [14, 26, 33, 41, 60, 68, 80] or higher-order pooling [8, 24, 25, 69, 70].

In summary, our main contributions are listed as follows:

i. We model the skeleton data as hypergraph of orders 1 to \(r\) (set, graph and/or hypergraph), where human body joints serve as nodes. Higher-order Transformer embeddings of such formed hyper-edges represent various groups of 3D body joints and capture various higher-order dynamics important for action recognition.

ii. As HoT embeddings represent individual hyper-edge order and block, we introduce a novel Multi-order Multi-mode Transformer (3Mformer) with two modules, Multi-order Pooling and Temporal block Pooling. Their goal is to form coupled-mode tokens such as ‘channel-temporal block’, ‘order-channel-body joint’, ‘channel-hyper-edge (any order)’ and ‘channel-only’, and perform weighted hyper-edge aggregation and temporal block aggregation.

\(^2\)Each temporal block enjoys a locally factored out (removed) temporal mode, which makes each block representation compact.

Our 3Mformer outperforms other GCN- and hypergraph-based models on NTU-60, NTU-120, Kinetics-Skeleton and Northwestern-UCLA by a large margin.

2. Related Work

Below we describe popular action recognition models for skeletal data.

Graph-based models. Popular GCN-based models include the Attention enhanced Graph Convolutional LSTM network (AGC-LSTM) [46], the Actional-Structural GCN (AS-GCN) [30], Dynamic Directed GCN (DDGCN) [27], Decoupling GCN with DropGraph module [5], Shift-GCN [8], Semantics-Guided Neural Networks (SGN) [67], AdaSGN [45], Context Aware GCN (CA-GCN) [71], Channel-wise Topology Refinement Graph Convolution Network (CTR-GCN) [4] and a family of Efficient GCN (EfficientGCN-Bx) [47]. Although GCN-based models enjoy good performance, they have shortcomings, e.g., convolution and/or pooling are applied over one- or few-hop neighborhoods, e.g., ST-GCN [64], according to the human skeleton graph (body joints linked up according to connectivity of human body parts). Thus, indirect links between various 3D body joints such as hands and legs are ignored. In contrast, our model is not restricted by the structure of typical human body skeletal graph. Instead, 3D body joints are nodes which form hyper-edges of orders 1 to \(r\).

Hypergraph-based models. Pioneering work on capturing groups of nodes across time uses tensors [24] to represent the 3D human body joints to exploit the kinematic relations among the adjacent and non-adjacent joints. Representing the human body as a hypergraph is adopted in [35] via a semi-dynamic hypergraph neural network that captures richer information than GCN. A hypergraph GNN [15] captures both spatio-temporal information and higher-order dependencies for skeleton-based action recognition. Our work is somewhat closely related to these works, but we jointly use hypergraphs of order 1 to \(r\) to obtain rich hyper-edge embeddings based on Higher-order Transformers.

Transformer-based models. Action recognition with transformers includes self-supervised video transformer [42] that matches the features from different views (a popular strategy in self-supervised GCNs [74, 75]), the end-to-end trainable Video-Audio-Text-Transformer (VATT) [1] for learning multi-model representations from unlabeled raw video, audio and text through the multimodal contrastive losses, and the Temporal Transformer Network with Self-supervision (TTSN) [72]. Motion-Transformer [7] captures the temporal dependencies via a self-supervised pre-training on human actions, Masked Feature Prediction (MaskedFeat) [61] pre-trained on unlabeled videos with MViT-L learns abundant visual representations, and video-masked autoencoder (VideoMAE) [48] with vanilla ViT.
uses the masking strategy. In contrast to these works, we use three HoT branches of model [21], and we model hyper-edges of orders 1 to r by forming several multi-mode token variations in 3Mformer.

**Attention.** In order to improve feature representations, attention captures relationship between tokens. Natural language processing and computer vision have driven recent developments in attention mechanisms based on transformers [11, 49]. Examples include the hierarchical Cross Attention Transformer (CAT) [32], Cross-attention by Temporal Shift with CNNs [16], Cross-Attention Multi-Scale Vision Transformer (CrossViT) for image classification [3] and Multi-Modality Cross Attention (MMCA) Network for image and sentence matching [63]. In GNNs, attention can be defined over edges [50, 66] or over nodes [29]. In this work, we use the attention with hyper-edges of several orders from HoT branches serving as tokens, and coupled-mode attention with coupled-mode tokens based on ‘channel-temporal block’, ‘order-channel-body joint’, ‘channel-hyper-edge’ and ‘channel-only’ pairs formed in 3Mformer.

### 3. Background

#### Notations. $I_{K}$ stands for the index set $\{1, 2, ..., K\}$. Regular fonts are scalars; vectors are denoted by lowercase bolderface letters, e.g., $\mathbf{x}$; matrices by the uppercase bolderface, e.g., $\mathbf{M}$; and tensors by calligraphic letters, e.g., $\mathcal{M}$. An $r$th-order tensor is denoted as $\mathcal{M} \in \mathbb{R}^{i_{1} \times \cdots \times i_{r}}$, and the mode-$m$ matricization of $\mathcal{M}$ is denoted as $\mathcal{M}_{(m)} \in \mathbb{R}^{i_{1} \times (i_{2} \cdots i_{r-1} \cdots i_{m+1} \cdots i_{r})}$.

#### Transformer layers [11, 49]. A transformer encoder layer $f : \mathbb{R}^{F \times d \times d} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{F \times d \times d}$ consists of two sub-layers: (i) a self-attention $a : \mathbb{R}^{F \times d} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{F \times d}$ and (ii) an element-wise feed-forward $\mathbf{MLP} : \mathbb{R}^{F \times d} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{F \times d}$. For a set of $J$ nodes with $\mathbf{X} \in \mathbb{R}^{F \times d}$, where $\mathbf{x}_{i}$ is a feature vector of node $i$, a transformer layer computes:

$$
a(x_{i}) = x_{i} + \sum_{h=1}^{H} \sum_{j=1}^{J} d_{ij} x_{j} W_{h}^{Q} W_{h}^{O}, \quad (1)
$$

$$
f(x_{i}) = a(x_{i}) + \mathbf{MLP}(a(x_{i})), \quad (2)
$$

where $H$ and $d_{h}$ denote respectively the number of heads and the head size, $\alpha_{h}^{ij} = \sigma(\mathbf{X} W_{ij}^{r} W_{h}^{Q})$ is the attention coefficient, $W_{h}^{Q} \in \mathbb{R}^{d_{h} \times d}$ and $W_{h}^{O} \in \mathbb{R}^{F \times d_{h}}$.

#### Higher-order transformer layers [21]. Let the HoT layer be $f_{m-n} : \mathbb{R}^{F \times d \times d} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{F \times d \times d}$ with two sub-layers: (i) a higher-order self-attention $a_{m-n} : \mathbb{R}^{F \times d \times d} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{F \times d \times d}$ and (ii) a feed-forward $\mathbf{MLP}_{m-n} : \mathbb{R}^{F \times d \times d} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{F \times d \times d}$. Moreover, let indexing vectors $i \in I_{m}^{f} \equiv I_{j} \times I_{j} \times \cdots \times I_{j}$ (m modes) and $j \in I_{m}^{f} \equiv I_{j} \times I_{j} \times \cdots \times I_{j}$ (n modes). For the input tensor $\mathbf{X} \in \mathbb{R}^{F \times d \times d}$ with hyper-edges of order $m$, a HoT layer evaluates:

$$
a_{m-n}(\mathbf{X})_{ij} = \sum_{h=1}^{H} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \alpha_{ij}^{h} x_{i} W_{h}^{V} W_{h}^{Q}, \quad (3)
$$

$$
\mathbf{MLP}_{m-n}(a_{m-n}(\mathbf{X})) = \mathbf{ReLU}(L^{1}_{m-n}(a_{m-n}(\mathbf{X}))), \quad (4)
$$

$$
f_{m-n}(\mathbf{X}) = a_{m-n}(\mathbf{X}) + \mathbf{MLP}_{m-n}(a_{m-n}(\mathbf{X})), \quad (5)
$$

where $\alpha_{ij}^{h} \in \mathbb{R}^{F \times d}$ is the so-called attention coefficient tensor with multiple heads, and $\alpha_{ij}^{h} \in \mathbb{R}^{F \times d}$ is a vector, $W_{h}^{V} \in \mathbb{R}^{d_{h} \times d}$ and $W_{h}^{Q} \in \mathbb{R}^{F \times d_{h}}$ are learnable parameters. Moreover, $\mu$ indexes over the so-called equivalence classes of order $(m+n)$ in the same partition of nodes, $L_{m-n} : \mathbb{R}^{F \times d \times d} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{F \times d \times d}$.
and \( L^2_{m-n} : \mathbb{R}^{P \times d_l} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{P \times d_f} \) are equivariant linear layers and \( d_f \) is the hidden dimension.

To compute each attention tensor \( \alpha^{h_{ij}} \in \mathbb{R}^{m_{max}} \) from the input tensor \( X \in \mathbb{R}^{P \times d} \) of hyper-edges of order \( m \), from the higher-order query and key, we obtain:

\[
\alpha^{h_{ij}} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{\sigma(Q^{h^\mu}_{ij}, K^{h^\mu}_{ij})}{Z_j} & (i, j) \in \mu \\
0 & \text{otherwise,}
\end{cases}
\]

(6)

where \( Q^\mu_i = L^\mu_{m-m}(X) \), \( K^\mu_i = L^\mu_{m-m}(X) \), and normalization constant \( Z_j = \sum_{i:ij \in \mu} \sigma(Q^\mu_{ij}, K^\mu_{ij}) \). Finally, kernel attention in Eq. (6) can be approximated with RKHS feature maps \( \psi \in \mathbb{R}^{d_k} \) for efficacy as \( d_k \ll d_H \). Specifically, we have \( \sigma(Q^\mu_{ij}, K^\mu_{ij}) \approx \psi(Q^\mu_{ij})^T \psi(K^\mu_{ij}) \) as in [10, 19, 10]. We choose the performer kernel [10] due to its good performance.

As query and key tensors are computed from the input tensor \( X \) using the equivariant linear layers, the transformer encoder layer \( f_{m-n} \) satisfies the permutation equivariance.

4. Approach

Skeletal Graph [64] and Skeletal Hypergraph [15, 35] are popular for modeling edges and hyper-edges. In this work, we use the Higher-order Transformer (HoT) [21] as a backbone encoder.

4.1. Model Overview

Fig. 1 shows that our framework contains a simple 3-layer MLP unit (FC, ReLU, FC, ReLU, Dropout, FC), three HoT blocks with each HoT for each type of input (i.e., body joint feature set, graph and hypergraph of body joints), followed by Multi-order Multi-mode Transformer (3Mformer) with two modules (i) Multi-order Pooling (MP) and (ii) Temporal block Pooling (TP). The goal of 3Mformer is to form coupled-mode tokens (explained later) such as ‘channel-temporal block’, ‘order-channel-body joint’, ‘channel-hyper-edge (any order)’ and ‘channel-only’, and perform weighted hyper-edge aggregation and temporal block aggregation. Their outputs are further concatenated and passed to an FC layer for classification.

MLP unit. The MLP unit takes \( T \) neighboring frames, each with \( J \) 2D/3D skeleton body joints, forming one temporal block. In total, depending on stride \( S \), we obtain some \( \tau \) temporal blocks (a block captures the short-term temporal evolution). In contrast, the long-term temporal evolution is modeled with HoT and 3Mformer. Each temporal block is encoded by the MLP into a \( d \times J \) dimensional feature map.

HoT branches. We stack \( r \) branches of HoT, each taking embeddings \( X_t \in \mathbb{R}^{d_0} \) where \( t \in T_r \) denotes a temporal block. HoT branches output hyper-edge feature representations of size \( m \in I_r \) as \( \Phi^m_t \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times d_d} \) for order \( m \in I_r \).

For the first-, second- and higher-order stream outputs \( \Phi^1, \Phi^2, \Phi^l \), we (i) swap feature channel and hyper-edge modes, (ii) extract the upper triangular of tensors, and we concatenate along the block-temporal mode, so we have \( \Phi^m \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times N_{m} \times t} \), where \( N_{m} = \binom{m}{2} \). Subsequently, we concatenate \( \Phi^1, \ldots, \Phi^l \) along the hyper-edge mode and obtain a multi-order feature tensor \( M \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times N_{m} \times t} \) where the total number of hyper-edges across all orders is \( N = \sum_{m=1}^{l} \binom{m}{2} \).

3Mformer. Our Multi-order Multi-mode Transformer (3Mformer) with Coupled-mode Self-Attention (CmSA) is used for the fusion of information flow inside the multi-order feature tensor \( M \), and finally, the output from 3Mformer is passed to a classifier for classification.

4.2. Coupled-mode Self-Attention

Coupled-mode tokens. We are inspired by the attentive regions of the one-class token in the standard Vision Transformer (ViT) [49] that can be leveraged to form a class-agnostic localization map. We investigate if the transformer model can also effectively capture the coupled-mode attention for more discriminative classification tasks, e.g., tensorial skeleton-based action recognition by learning the coupled-mode tokens within the transformer. To this end, we propose a Multi-order Multi-mode Transformer (3Mformer), which uses coupled-mode tokens to jointly learn various higher-order motion dynamics among channel-, block-temporal-, body joint- and order-mode. Our 3Mformer can successfully produce coupled-mode relationships from CmSA mechanism corresponding to different tokens. Below we introduce our CmSA.

Given the order-\( r \) tensor \( M \in \mathbb{R}^{l_1 \times l_2 \times \ldots \times l_r} \), to form the joint mode token, we perform the mode-\( m \) matricization of \( M \) to obtain \( M \equiv M^{\mu} \in \mathbb{R}^{(l_1 \ldots l_m \ldots l_r) \times d_m} \) and the coupled-token for \( M \) is formed. For example, for a given 3rd-order tensor that has feature channel-, hyper-edge and temporal block-mode, we can form ‘channel-temporal block’, ‘channel-hyper-edge (any order)’ and ‘channel-only’ pairs; and if the given tensor is used as input and outputs a new tensor which produces new mode, e.g., body joint-mode, we can form the ‘order-channel-body joint’ token. In the following sections, for simplicity, we use reshape for the matricization of tensor to form different types of coupled-mode tokens. Our CmSA is given as:

\[
a(Q, K, V) = \text{SoftMax} \left( \frac{QK^T}{\sqrt{d_K}} \right) V, \tag{7}
\]

where \( \sqrt{d_K} \) is the scaling factor, \( Q = W^Q M, K = W^K M \) and \( V = W^V M \) are the query, key and value, respectively, and \( M \equiv M^{\mu} \). Moreover, \( Q, K, V \in \mathbb{R}^{l_1 \ldots l_m \ldots l_r \times d_m} \) and \( W^Q, W^K, W^V \in \mathbb{R}^{(l_1 \ldots l_m \ldots l_r) \times (l_1 \ldots l_m \ldots l_r) \times d_m} \) are learnable weights. We notice that various coupled-mode tokens have different ‘focus’ of attention mechanisms, and we apply them in our 3Mformer for the fusion of multi-order feature representations.
4.3. Multi-order Multi-mode Transformer

Below we introduce Multi-order Multi-mode Transformer (3Mformer) with Multi-order Pooling (MP) block and Temporal block Pooling (TP) block, which are cascaded into two branches (i) MP→TP and (ii) TP→MP, to achieve different types of coupled-mode tokens.

4.3.1 Multi-order Pooling (MP) Module

CmSA in MP. We reshape the multi-order feature representation \( M \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times N} \) into \( M' \in \mathbb{R}^{d'' \times N} \) (or reshape the output from TP explained later into \( M' \in \mathbb{R}^{d'' \times N} \)) to let the model attend to different types of feature representations. Let us simply denote \( d'' = d' \tau \) (or \( d'' = d' \)) depending on the source of input. We form an coupled-mode self-attention (if \( d'' = d' \tau \), we have, i.e., ‘channel-temporal block’ token; if \( d'' = d' \), we have ‘channel-only’ token):

\[
a_{\text{MP}}(Q_{\text{MP}}, K_{\text{MP}}, V_{\text{MP}}) = \text{SoftMax} \left( \frac{Q_{\text{MP}} K_{\text{MP}}^T}{\sqrt{d_{K_{\text{MP}}}}} \right) V_{\text{MP}}, \tag{8}
\]

where \( \sqrt{d_{K_{\text{MP}}}} \) is the scaling factor, \( Q_{\text{MP}} = W^q_{\text{MP}} M \), \( K_{\text{MP}} = W^k_{\text{MP}} M \) and \( V_{\text{MP}} = W^v_{\text{MP}} M \) (we can use here \( M \) or \( M' \)) are the query, key and value. Moreover, \( Q_{\text{MP}}, K_{\text{MP}}, V_{\text{MP}} \in \mathbb{R}^{d'' \times N} \) and \( W^q_{\text{MP}}, W^k_{\text{MP}}, W^v_{\text{MP}} \in \mathbb{R}^{d'' \times d''} \) are learnable weights. Eq. (8) is a self-attention layer which reweighs \( V_{\text{MP}} \) based on the correlation between \( Q_{\text{MP}} \) and \( K_{\text{MP}} \) token embeddings of so-called coupled-mode tokens.

Weighted pooling. Attention layer in Eq. (8) produces feature representation \( O_{\text{MP}} \in \mathbb{R}^{d'' \times N} \) to enhance the relationship between for example feature channels and body joints. Subsequently, we handle the impact of hyper-edges of multiple orders by weighted pooling along hyper-edges of order \( m \in I_i \):

\[
O_{\text{MP}}^{(m)} = O_{\text{MP}} H^{(m)} \in \mathbb{R}^{d'' \times J}, \tag{9}
\]

where \( O_{\text{MP}}^{(m)} \in \mathbb{R}^{d'' \times N_m} \) is simply extracted from \( O_{\text{MP}} \) for hyper-edges of order \( m \), and matrices \( H^{(m)} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_m \times J} \) are learnable weights to perform weighted pooling along hyper-edges of order \( m \). Finally, we obtain \( O_{\text{MP}} \in \mathbb{R}^{d'' \times J} \) by simply concatenating \( O_{\text{MP}}^{(1)}, ..., O_{\text{MP}}^{(r)} \). If we used the input to MP from TP, then we denote the output of MP as \( O^*_{\text{MP}} \).

4.3.2 Temporal block Pooling (TP) Module

CmSA in TP. Firstly, we reshape the multi-order feature representation \( M \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times N} \) into \( M \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times N} \) (or reshape the output from MP into \( M' \in \mathbb{R}^{d' \times N} \)). For simplicity, we denote \( d''' = d'N \) in the first case and \( d''' = rd'J \) in the second case. As the first mode of reshaped input serves to form tokens, they are again coupled-mode tokens, e.g., ‘channel-hyper-edge’ and ‘order-channel-body joint’ tokens, respectively. Moreover, TP also performs pooling along block-temporal mode (along \( \tau \)). We form an coupled-mode self-attention:

\[
a_{\text{TP}}(Q_{\text{TP}}, K_{\text{TP}}, V_{\text{TP}}) = \text{SoftMax} \left( \frac{Q_{\text{TP}} K_{\text{TP}}^T}{\sqrt{d_{K_{\text{TP}}}}} \right) V_{\text{TP}}, \tag{10}
\]

where \( \sqrt{d_{K_{\text{TP}}}} \) is the scaling factor, \( Q_{\text{TP}} = W^q_{\text{TP}} M \), \( K_{\text{TP}} = W^k_{\text{TP}} M \) and \( V_{\text{TP}} = W^v_{\text{TP}} M \) (we can use here \( M \) or \( M'' \)) are the query, key and value. Moreover, \( Q_{\text{TP}}, K_{\text{TP}}, V_{\text{TP}} \in \mathbb{R}^{d'' \times \tau} \) and \( W^q_{\text{TP}}, W^k_{\text{TP}}, W^v_{\text{TP}} \in \mathbb{R}^{d'' \times d''} \) are learnable weights. Eq. (10) reweights \( V_{\text{TP}} \) based on the correlation between \( Q_{\text{TP}} \) and \( K_{\text{TP}} \) token embeddings of coupled-mode tokens (‘channel-hyper-edge’ or ‘order-channel-body joint’). The output of attention is the temporal representation \( O_{\text{TP}} \in \mathbb{R}^{d'' \times \tau} \). If we used \( M'' \) as input, we denote the output as \( O^*_{\text{TP}} \).

Pooing step. Given the temporal representation \( O_{\text{TP}} \in \mathbb{R}^{d'' \times \tau} \), we apply pooling along the block-temporal mode to obtain compact feature representations independent of length (block count \( \tau \)) of skeleton sequence. There exist many pooling operations\( ^4 \) including first-order, e.g., average, maximum, sum pooling, second-order [60, 80] such as attentional pooling [14], higher-order (tri-linear) [8, 25] and rank pooling [13]. The output after pooling is \( O^*_\text{TP} \in \mathbb{R}^{d''} \) (or \( O''_{\text{TP}} \)).

4.3.3 Model Variants

We devise four model variants by different stacking of MP with TP, with the goal of exploiting attention with different kinds of coupled-mode tokens:

i. Single-branch: MP followed by TP, denoted MP→TP, (Fig. 1 top right branch).

ii. Single-branch: TP followed by MP, denoted TP→MP, (Fig. 1 bottom right branch).

iii. Two-branch (our 3Mformer, Fig. 1) which concatenates outputs of MP→TP and TP→MP.

iv. We also investigate only MP or TP module followed by average pooling or an FC layer.

The outputs from MP→TP and TP→MP have exactly the same feature dimension (\( \mathbb{R}^{d''} \), after reshaping into vector). For two-branch (our 3Mformer), we simply concatenate these outputs (\( \mathbb{R}^{2d''} \), after concatenation). These vectors are forwarded to the FC layer to learn a classifier.

\( ^4 \) We do not propose pooling operators but we select popular ones with the purpose of comparing their impact on TP.
5. Experiments

5.1. Datasets and Protocols

(i) NTU RGB+D (NTU-60) [43] contains 56,880 video sequences. This dataset has variable sequence lengths and high intra-class variations. Each skeleton sequence has 25 joints and there are no more than two human subjects in each video. Two evaluation protocols are: (i) cross-subject (X-Sub) and (ii) cross-view (X-View).

(ii) NTU RGB-D 120 (NTU-120) [34], an extension of NTU-60, contains 120 action classes (daily/health-related), and 114,480 RGB-D video samples captured with 106 distinct human subjects from 155 different camera viewpoints. There are also two evaluation protocols: (i) cross-subject (X-Sub) and (ii) cross-setup (X-Set).

(iii) Kinetics-Skeleton, based on Kinetics [20], is large-scale dataset with 300,000 video clips and up to 400 human actions collected from YouTube. This dataset involves human daily activities, sports scenes and complex human-computer interaction scenes. Since Kinetics only provides raw videos without the skeletons, ST-GCN [64] uses the publicly available OpenPose toolbox [2] to estimate and extract the location of 18 human body joints on every frame in the clips. We use their released skeleton data to evaluate our model. Following the standard evaluation protocol, we report the Top-1 and Top-5 accuracies on the validation set.

(iv) Northwestern-UCLA [51] was captured by 3 Kinect cameras simultaneously from multiple viewpoints. It contains 1494 video clips covering 10 actions. Each action is performed by 10 different subjects. We follow the same evaluation protocol as [51]: training split is formed from the first two cameras, and testing split from the last camera.

5.2. Experimental Setup

We use PyTorch and 1⇥Titan RTX 3090 for experiments. We use the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with momentum 0.9, cross-entropy as the loss, weight decay of 0.0001 and batch size of 32. The learning rate is set to 0.1 initially. On NTU-60 and NTU-120, the learning rate is divided by 10 at the 40th and 50th epoch, and the training process ends at the 60th epoch. On Kinetics-Skeleton, the learning rate is divided by 10 at the 50th and 60th epoch, and the training finishes at the 80th epoch. We took 20% of training set for validation to tune hyperparameters. All models have fixed hyperparameters with 2 and 4 layers for NTU-60/NTU-120 and Kinetics-Skeleton, respectively. The hidden dimensions is set to 16 for all 3 datasets. We use 4 attention heads for NTU-60 and NTU-120, and 8 attention heads for Kinetics-Skeleton. To form each video temporal block, we simply choose temporal block size to be 10 and stride to be 5 to allow a 50% overlap between consecutive temporal blocks. For Northwestern-UCLA, the batch size is 16. We adopted the data pre-processing in [6].

Table 1. Search for the single best order n of hypergraph (except for \(n=3\) & \(n=4\) where we check if \(n=3\) & \(n=4\) are complementary).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order-n</th>
<th>NTU-60</th>
<th>NTU-120</th>
<th>Kinetics-Skel.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n = 1</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>75.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 2</td>
<td>83.0</td>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>86.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 3</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 4</td>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>87.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 5</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>97.3</td>
<td>87.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 3 &amp; 4</td>
<td>91.6</td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td>87.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Evaluations of our model variants with/without MP and/or TP. Baseline in the table denotes the backbone (MLP unit + HoTs) without the use of either MP or TP module.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variants</th>
<th>NTU-60</th>
<th>NTU-120</th>
<th>Kinetics-Skel.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X-Sub</td>
<td>X-View</td>
<td>X-Sub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>89.8</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>86.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ TP only</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ MP only</td>
<td>92.0</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>88.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ MP→TP</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>90.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ TP→MP</td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>90.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 2-branch(3Mformer)</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>98.7</td>
<td>92.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3. Ablation Study

Search for the single best order \(n\). Table 1 shows our analysis regarding the best order \(n\). In general, increasing the order \(n\) improves the performance (within \(\sim 0.5\%\) on average), but causing higher computational cost, e.g., the number of hyper-edges for the skeletal hypergraph of order \(n=4\) is 3060 on Kinetics-Skeleton. We also notice that combining orders 3 and 4 yields very limited improvements. The main reasons are: (i) reasonable order \(n\), e.g., \(n=3\) or \(n=4\) improves accuracy as higher-order motion patterns are captured which are useful for classification-related tasks (ii) further increasing order \(n\), e.g., \(n=5\) introduces patterns in feature representations that rarely repeat even for the same action class. Considering the cost and performance, we choose the maximum order \(r=3\) (\(n=1, 2, 3\)) in the following experiments unless specified otherwise.

Discussion on coupled-mode attention. Fig. 2 shows the visualization of some attention matrices in our 3Mformer,
of the proposed MP and TP module, firstly, we compare 

discussion on model variants

through simple matricization.

which show diagonal and/or vertical patterns that are consistent with the patterns of the attention matrices found in standard Transformer trained on sequences, e.g., for natural language processing tasks [28, 49]. We also notice that the coupled-mode attention, e.g., 'channel-temporal block' captures much richer information compared to single mode attention, e.g., 'channel-only'. Our coupled-mode attention can be applied to different orders of tensor representations through simple matricization.

Discussion on model variants. To show the effectiveness of the proposed MP and TP module, firstly, we compare TP only and MP only with the baseline (No MP or TP module). We use the TP module followed by an FC layer instead of MP as in TP→MP, where the FC layer takes the output from TP ($\mathbb{R}^{d_J}$) and produces a vector in $\mathbb{R}^{3MJ}$, passed to the classifier. Similarly, for MP only, we use the MP module followed by an average pooling layer instead of TP as in MP→TP, where the average layer takes output from MP ($\mathbb{R}^{d_N}$) and generates a vector in $\mathbb{R}^{3MJ}$ (pool along $\tau$ blocks), passed to the classifier. Table 2 shows the results. With just the TP module, we outperform the baseline by 1.3% on average. With only the MP module, we outperform the baseline by 2.34% on average. These comparisons show that (i) CmSA in MP and TP are efficient for better performance (ii) MP performs better than TP which shows that 'channel-temporal block' token contains richer information than 'channel-hyper-edge' token. We also notice that MP→TP slightly outperforms TP→MP by ~ 1%, and the main reason is that MP→TP has coupled-mode tokens 'channel-temporal block' and 'order-channel-joint' which attend 4 modes, whereas TP→MP has 'channel-hyper-edge' and 'channel-only' tokens which attend only 2 modes. Fig. 3 shows a comparison of different coupled-mode tokens on 3 benchmark datasets. This also suggests that one should firstly perform atten-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Venue</th>
<th>NTU-60 X-Sub</th>
<th>NTU-60 X-View</th>
<th>NTU-120 X-Sub</th>
<th>NTU-120 X-Set</th>
<th>Kinetics-Skeleton Top-1</th>
<th>Kinetics-Skeleton Top-5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCN [22]</td>
<td>CVPRW'17</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST-GCN [64]</td>
<td>AAAI'18</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>88.3</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>52.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS-GCN [30]</td>
<td>CVPR'19</td>
<td>86.8</td>
<td>94.2</td>
<td>78.3</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>56.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2S-AGCN [44]</td>
<td>CVPR'19</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>84.2</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>58.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS-GCN [37]</td>
<td>AAAI'20</td>
<td>89.4</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>60.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sym-GNN [31]</td>
<td>TPAMI'22</td>
<td>90.1</td>
<td>96.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>58.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift-GCN [6]</td>
<td>CVPR'20</td>
<td>90.7</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>85.9</td>
<td>87.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-G3D [36]</td>
<td>CVPR'20</td>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td>88.4</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>60.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTR-GCN [4]</td>
<td>ICCV'21</td>
<td>92.4</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InfoGCN [9]</td>
<td>CVPR'22</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>89.8</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoseConv3D [12]</td>
<td>CVPR'22</td>
<td>94.1</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Evaluations of different single-mode (baseline) and coupled-mode tokens. We use a 3rd-order HoT with a standard Transformer, but we replace the scaled dot-product attention with coupled-mode tokens and coupled-mode attention.

Table 3. Experimental results on NTU-60, NTU-120 and Kinetics-Skeleton.
tion with coupled-mode ‘channel-block’ tokens, followed by weighted pooling along the hyper-edge mode, followed by attention with coupled-mode ‘order-channel-body joint’ and finalised by block-temporal pooling. Finally, with 2-branch (3Mformer), we further boost the performance by 2–4%, which shows that MP→TP and TP→MP are complementary branches. Below we use 2-branch (3Mformer) in the experiments (as in Fig. 1).

Comparison of pooling in TP. As shown in Table 3, average pooling (avg-pool) achieves similar performance (within ~ 0.5% difference) as maximum pooling (max-pool), second-order pooling (attn-pool) outperforms average and maximum pooling by ~ 1–2% and third-order pooling (tri-pool) outperforms second-order pooling by ~ 1%. Interestingly, rank pooling (rank-pool) achieves the best performance. We think it is reasonable as rank pooling strives to enforce the temporal order in the feature space to be preserved, e.g., it forces network to always preserve temporal progression of actions over time. With multiple attention modules, orderless statistics such as second- or third-order pooling may be too general.

5.4. Comparisons with the State of the Arts

We compare our model with recent state-of-the-art methods. On the NTU-60 (Tab. 3), we obtain the top-1 accuracies of the two evaluation protocols during test stage. The methods in comparisons include popular graph-based [30, 31, 37, 44, 64] and hypergraph-based models [15, 17, 62, 79]. Our 3rd-order model outperforms all graph-based methods, and also outperforms existing hypergraph-based models such as Selective-HCN and SD-HGCN by 0.45% and 0.35% on average on X-Sub and X-View respectively. With 3Mformer for the fusion of multi-order features, our model further boosts the performance by ~ 3% and 1.5% on the two protocols.

It can be seen from Tab. 3 on NTU-60 that although some learned graph-based methods such as AS-GCN and 2S-AGCN can also capture the dependencies between human body joints, they only consider the pairwise relationship between body joints, which is the second-order interaction, and ignore the higher-order interaction between multiple body joints in form of hyper-edges, which may lose sensitivity to important groups of body joints. Our proposed 3Mformer achieves better performance by constructing a hypergraph from 2D/3D body joints as nodes for action recognition, thus capturing higher-order interactions of body joints to further improve the performance. That even with the average pooling, our model still achieves competitive results compared to its counterparts.

For the NTU-120 dataset (Tab. 3), we obtain the top-1 performance on X-Sub and X-Set protocols. Our 2nd-order HoT alone outperforms graph-based models by 2–2.4% on average. For example, we outperform recent Shift-GCN by 0.3% and 0.7% on X-Sub and X-Set respectively. Moreover, our 3rd-order HoT alone outperforms SD-HGCN by 0.5% and 1.5% respectively on X-Sub and X-Set. With the 3Mformer for the fusion of multi-order feature maps, we obtain the new state-of-the-art results. Notice that our 3Mformer yields 92.0% / 93.8% on NTU-120 while [38] yields 80.5% / 81.7% as we explore the fusion of multiple orders of hyperedges and several coupled-token types capturing easy-to-complex dynamics of varying joint groups.

As videos from the Kinetics dataset are processed by the OpenPose, the skeletons in the Kinetics-Skeleton dataset have defects which adversely affect the performance of the model. We show both top-1 and top-5 performance in Table 3 to better reflect the performance of our 3Mformer. ST-GCN is the first method based on GCN, our 2nd-order HoT alone achieves very competitive results compared to the very recent NAS-GCN and Sym-GNN. The 3rd-order HoT alone outperforms Hyper-GNN, SD-HGCN and Selective-HCN by 3.4%, 3.1% and 2.9% respectively for top-1 accuracies. Moreover, fusing multi-order feature maps from multiple orders of hyper-edges via 3Mformer gives us the best performance on Kinetics-Skeleton with 48.3% for top-1, the new state-of-the-art result.

Table 4 shows results on the Northwestern-UCLA dataset. Our 3Mformer is also effective on this dataset—it outperforms the current state-of-the-art InfoGCN by 0.8%.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we model the skeleton data as hypergraph to capture higher-order information formed between groups of human body joints of orders 1, ..., r. We use Higher-order Transformer (HoT) to learn higher-order information on hypergraphs of r-order formed over 2D/3D human body joints. We also introduce a novel Multi-order Multi-mode Transformer (3Mformer) for the fusion of multi-order feature representations. Our end-to-end trainable 3Mformer outperforms state-of-the-art graph- and hypergraph-based models by a large margin on several benchmarks.
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